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Worms Revolution is an artillery video game in which teams of cartoon
worms take turns to blow up the opposing team with a variety of

weapons and items. The game is based around three different modes of
gameplay which take place in a strategic fashion on a 2D battlefield.

The modes are Multiplayer, single-player campaign and the multiplayer
mode, which includes the "Elimination" and "Point Attack" game modes.

The single-player campaign mode gives players the ability to play
through the game in a variety of game modes, each featuring a story,
which feature an increasing number of difficulty levels. This edition of
Worms Revolution features changes to the game such as all-new unit

collision and interaction physics, enhanced animation quality and richer
AI, new classes, new matchmaking system, new classes, and plenty of

new single-player campaign missions. All the weapons from Worms Clan
Wars are included, such as the Winged Monkey, who can fly through the
level and drop objects, the Teleport Gun, which makes the user teleport

to where the laser hits, the Concrete Donkey, who is quite good at
burrowing underground, and the Sticky Bomb, which sticks to targets
and slows the enemy down. The Holy Hand Grenade, the Water Bomb

and the Telekinesis are also back with their old abilities. In addition, 3D
environments, more customization options and many bugs have been
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corrected. Worms Revolution is a turn-based artillery video game in
which teams of cartoon worms take turns to blow up the opposing team
with a variety of weapons and items. The game is now presented in a

3D style with better graphics, physics, animation and sounds.
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Worms Revolution is a Worms game! The original worms have returned
to smash and destroy in a brand new world of invention and destruction.
Featuring a new water system, hundreds of new weapons and over 300

levels of epic Worms mayhem! Battle bots online or play your way
through a huge campaign of single player missions. If you don't enjoy

getting buried in tonnes of worms going berserk - then look elsewhere.
Game mechanics suck. Multiplayer is an online experience only.

Features: • Worms Battlegrounds is a Worms game. • Switch to real-
time strategy at any time and employ hundreds of new weapons and
upgrades. • Use dynamic water to escape and squish the worms. •

Experience the turn-based strategy of the original in a fresh new visual
style. • Engage in local or online multiplayer on up to 4 players. •

Upgrade and customise more than 40 classes and speak with the worm
leader - General Meltedjaw • Challenge yourself in the single-player

campaign, featuring over 100 missions to take on in new environments,
arenas and game modes • Battle random bots online or enjoy a huge
campaign in single-player mode with a plethora of achievements to

unlock and leaderboards to beat! • Connect to Facebook and challenge
your friends to Worms Battlegrounds! • The game engine has been

completely rebuilt to handle everything Worms Battlegrounds can throw
at it! Use our tools and tips to get the most out of your Worms

experience. Nordic Games has announced that the classic Worms game
series is moving to the next generation of gaming consoles and PC with

Worms Battlegrounds. Worms Battlegrounds features all the familiar
Worms gameplay along with a host of new exciting features such as a

completely re-engineered game engine, the ability to play in first-person
and more, via a simple, accessible control scheme. There's still time to

get in on the Worms BattleGrounds beta and give it a shot before
Worms Battlegrounds launches on PS4, Xbox One and PC on May 30th,

priced $19.99 (RRP $29.99) for PS4, Xbox One and PC. The official
launch of Worms Battlegrounds is September 30, 2016 priced $59.99 for

PS4, Xbox One and PC. 5ec8ef588b
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